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Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) cohort. Methods: Numeric

neuroimaging variables (n=29) generated by the ADNI-funded laboratories for each

neuroimaging modality along with apolipoprotein-E genotype were analyzed using

univariate and multivariate analytic methods. Performance of these biomarkers for

predicting conversion from MCI to Alzheimer’s dementia at 2 years was evaluated in 50

late amnestic MCI subjects, 20 of whom converted. Results: Multivariate modeling found

that among individual modalities, MRI had the highest predictive accuracy (67%) which

increased to 76% when combined with PIB-PET, producing the highest accuracy among

any biomarker combination. Individually, PIB-PET generated the best sensitivity, while

FDG-PET had the lowest. Among individual brain regions, the temporal cortex was found

to be most predictive for both MRI and PIB-PET. Conclusion: These results suggest that

a combination of MRI and PIB-PET can be used to best predict conversion from amnestic

MCI to Alzheimer’s dementia.

P13. 4-Aminopyridine for Post-Concussion Symptoms

Andrew Hornstein, Katrina Stidham, Steven Lichtman, Glenn Seliger, Brian Quail, Jodi

Brangaccio, Michael Lipton, Amanda Muldoon, Tovah Gardin

Background: A subset of patients who have sustained a concussion report persisting,

often disabling symptoms. The etiology and specificity of post-concussion symptoms is

unclear. Eye movement disorders have been reported to significantly co-occur with other

post-concussion symptoms. Objective: To examine if 4-aminopyridine reduces post-

concussion symptoms. 4-aminopyridine is a potassium-channel blocking agent that

improves conduction in demyelinated axons. It has also been reported to stabilize

functioning of calcium-channels in cerebellar Purkinje cells, resulting in clinically

significant improvement of cerebellar functioning in some congenital ataxias and eye

movement disorders. Methods: We present a single subject study of a patient with chronic

incapacitating post-concussion symptoms and eye movement disorder, with findings on

diffusion tensor imaging consistent with traumatic axonal injury. Four years after his mild

traumatic brain injury, a trial of 4-aminopyridine was conducted, utilizing a single subject,

blinded experimental protocol. Neuropsychological testing, standardized symptom ratings,

and videonystamographic examinations were administered. Results: The data reinforce

clinical impression of beneficial medication effect, e.g. improvement on

videonystamography of centrally mediated nystagmus on dix-hallpike maneuver.
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Conclusion: Further study of the potential effect of 4-aminopyridine on post-concussion

symptoms appears warranted.

P14. Factors Affecting Time to Recovery from Sports Concussion

Art Maerlender, Wanda Rieman, Gretchen Berrios, Jack Turco, Nicole Scremin, Tracy
Purcell, Jeff Frechette

Background: Sports concussions are the focus of much research and opinion.

Understanding the factors that affect recovery is not well understood. This pilot study is an

attempt to characterize relevant factors in recovery. Objective: To determine the effect of

specific behaviors and factors on time to recovery. Method: 24 clinically identified

concussed college athletes (18 female, 6 male) were assessed at injury and through

recovery. Variables reflecting pre-injury health behaviors, injury severity, “ambient”

physical and mental exertion during recovery, and time to recovery were collected. Physical

exertion was measured by actigraphy; mental exertion was measured by self-ratings of

amount of studying, and recreational exertion. Recovery was the number of days to the

point when symptoms and test scores were back to each individual’s baseline. Results:

Regression analyses assessed the relationship of independent variables on outcome.

Categories of variables were first analyzed separately, with significant variables entered

into a final model. Significant findings: binge-drinking within 5 days of injury, p=.05;

symptom score total, p=.03 (regression-based z-scores: RBz); and mean daily average of

mental exertion, p=.00. In the final model, prior binge alcohol, symptom RBz, and mental

exertion accounted for significant variance in days to recovery (R  = .71, p = .00). Mental

exertion’s effect-size, over and above binge drinking and symptom total, was f  = 1.55.

Conclusion: While the findings don’t establish a causal link between mental exertion and

length of time for recovery, they do provide evidence of a strong relationship that warrants

further investigation. As a clinical matter, limiting mental exertion during recovery may be

a reasonable target for management.
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